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About This Game

Become a Coroner
Sara is a young doctor who just completed Med School with the highest degrees. Uncertain about her future she joins the

Coroners' State Institute and the adventure begins!

Deep and engaging narration
Written by award winner writer JD Glass, author of American Library Association (Stonewall) and Lambda Literary Award

(Literature) finalist Punk Like Me, Punk And Zen, Lambda Literary Award and Ben Franklin Award finalist Red Light, GCLS
finalist American Goth, and the critically acclaimed X; selection editor (and contributor) of GCLS Award winning anthology
Outsiders, listed on the Advocate’s Top 100 for CORE, Vol.1 Iss.1., the well-received First Blood, GCLS finalist Nocturnes,
and the fan-awaited Glass Lions. Called by some the voice of a generation and the erotic philosopher by others, JD works in
often familiar-seeming worlds, with people we know, people like ourselves, people we’d like to meet, and provides powerful

stories that allow the reader to rejoice and wonder, stumble and fall, then rejoice victoriously again at the amazing experience of
being human.

You decide your own fate
As with all Bruni Multimedia's videogames choices are the most important thing: will you pursue your career without any

distraction or will you let your personal life to interfere with your dream to become a world-renown Coroner?

Episodic Release
The Coroner Saga will start releasing its first season on June 2019. Each season is made of 6 episodes and each episode's

duration is about 3-4 hours in gameplay.
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The game's replayability gives you the chance to start over and face completely new situations.
The Coroner Saga is an episodic Visual Novel which will have you deal with Sara's personal and professional life as well. Meet

new people, interact with colleagues and fellow doctors and uncover the truth behind several murder cases throughout the
game's season.

Medical accuracy
Developed with the help of a real MD, the game features medical informations that are accurate and up-to-date. Please do not
take medical informations other than for having fun in the game. If you experience some medical concern ask your doctor as

soon as possible.

Full HD graphics
Developed in 1920x1080 resolution, The Coroner Saga's graphic is stunningly beautiful to look at.

Original Soundtrack
The game features a full 10-track original score you won't hear anywhere else.
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Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Bruni Multimedia
Publisher:
Bruni Multimedia
Franchise:
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Release Date: Jun 2019
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Steam Weekly Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

We hope that you are doing well!!

We are excited to announce that we have a whole range of Playism titles on sale this week with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. Added support for Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed Reality! Fixed Skyrim sprinting and zig zagging! Added
profiles and more...:
This update was really tough. Skyrim direction detection is weird. It's not HMD based or controller based. It's so weird we
added its own option:

"When thumb moves up, player walks towards Skyrim"

It was working good enough in Vive by pure chance, because of how the controller is held. But it had a weird spot and was very
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difficult to sprint. These issues were amplified a lot with Oculus Touch controllers, and we had to fix it before we announced
Rift support...

Vive users will also see an improvement with these changes, as the active "forwards" area is bigger. Zig-zagging is fixed and
running straight is now possible, which was a prerequisite for sprinting.

Did it improve Skyrim VR for you? Tell us below!

The activation button for most Rift profiles is thumb rest (the little touchpad-like thing).

Full list of changes:

Added Oculus Rift support.

Added Windows Mixed Reality (WMR) support.

Added headset detection and have separate built-in profiles for each.

Added "Skyrim" direction mode. Removed "Slerp" parameter.

Set not to run game by default.

Added most options to running profile screen.

Added "run game now" button to running profile screen.

Use original left trigger in FO4VR, flashlight is disabled for now.

Removed "palm side down/up" remaps until they're fixed.

Added Vive profiles for Kartong, H3VR, Payday 2 VR, Dead Effect 2 VR.

Added Rift profiles for Onward, Pavlov VR, Payday 2 VR, Dead Effect 2 VR, Stand Out, in addition to the old Vive
ones.

Added WMR profiles for H3VR, Payday 2 VR, Dead Effect 2 VR, in addition to most of the Vive ones.

Known issues:
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Some people must enable the "switch controllers" option. And some must have it off.

In Rift and WMR, sometimes it takes a bit longer to stop than it should. To be fixed soon.

Some profiles are not available on all headsets due to current limitations that will be fixed soon.

In Rift in some rare cases, if the demo is enabled, when starting Skyrim a black screen may appear. If that happens,
disable the demo in settings.

WMR jump may be too sensitive. It will be adjusted and we'll add an option.

As usual, head to the forum to report issues.

. Join our AM contests group!:

Hi All,

Just a quick reminder: we’re running an official Artifex Mundi Contests group. Join us here:

http://steamcommunity.com/groups/amcontests#announcements/detail/562228356564634116

Would you like a chance to win steam keys for the latest Artifex Mundi games? How about playing our games even before the
official release? All this is possible in our contests group! :-)

Welcome and Good Luck!
. New Strategy Cards and game options added!:
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We are extremely happy to announce that we just added 4 new game modes to the game.

=== Strategy Cards ===. New title released - Weather Lord: Following the Princess Collector's Edition:
We are happy to announce a new game release on Steam:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/456690

More than 100 achievements are waiting for you!. Ace of Seafood in the Autumn Sales!:
The Autumn Sales have kicked off on Steam and we have joined in by setting Ace of Seafood at 50% off!

In the seas of the distant future, humans have all but disappeared. In your current, newly awakened state, you are no
more than a piece of seafood. But you have also been blessed with talent in leading your allies in battle. Do whatever it
takes to become the Ace of Seafood.

Grab it now on Steam while sales last!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/450500/Ace_of_Seafood/
Sales end Nov, 28 @ 10:05am Pacific!

Why not check out our other games on Sale on the Playism Blog![blog.playism-games.com]

. Update 1.27 - Summer big update! Stabbing, Grabbing, Better AI, New Crowd and much more!:
Hello Gladiators!

I hope the heat of the summer is not preventing you from a good battle in the arena, because the new update is finally here and
with a ton of improvements and gameplay changes! 

Weapon Grip Improvements. Winterhaven Update:
Hey folks!
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We have been hard at work for the last few months to bring you the first big update to the game. In this update we will
introduce Winterhaven, a vast ice biome featuring two new bosses and dungeons. Grab your coat, it is going to be a cold
one!

Coming this April!. Vreal is now in Early Access! *\o/*:
Vreal is now in Early Access! HUZZAH!

To get started, we recommend checking out the discussions tab on our Community Hub . We'll post there regularly with
product updates, announcements, and release notes. You can also find us on Discord [discord.gg]or Twitter.

General release notes & known issues:
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